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Rayflex Bullet Suspension System
Rayflex Bullet Rail—Snap On Snap Off Technology

The Bullet Rail Suspension System combined with 
our custom made PVC Strip guarantees the most 
energy efficient, time saving strip door on the 
market

The Rayflex Bullet Suspension System
is guaranteed to provide:

• Significantly reduces heat loss, assisting temperature 
regulation in any environment;

• 35-50% energy savings through temperature 
regulation;

•  Time saving solution for all drying room 
requirements,

• 75% labour savings compared to installation on our 
conventional PVC doors;

•  Hands free accessibility through doorways;
•  Unique bullet shaped locking allowing “snap on /snap 

off” technology;
•  Long life and durability;

Rayflex is the UK’s premier manufacturer and market 
leader in the supply of PVC strip curtain hanging 
systems. We only use the highest quality extruded 
flexible PVC strip on all our hanging systems, which 
meets all REACH and EU quality standards.

Our Rayflex Bullet Suspension System custom made 
to suit any opening size / height and depending on the 
nature and size of the application the bullet rails will be 
either White HTP or Heavy Duty Aluminum.

PVC Strip options:

Width: 100mm wide – 400mm wide strip;
Thickness: 1.2mm thick— 5mm thick;
Height: Unlimited height options up to 50m;
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PVC Strip options: 

Width: 100mm wide – 400mm wide strip; 

Thickness: 1.2mm thick— 5mm thick; 

Height: Unlimited height options up to 50m; 

Material Specification: available in  

 Standard flat or ribbed material—suitable for use in applications that operate 
between +50 degrees and –15 degrees; 

 Low temperature flat or ribbed material—suitable for use in applications that 
operate between +30 degrees and –25 degrees; 

 Super Polar flat material —suitable for use in applications that operate down 
to –60 degrees; 

Colours:  

 Clear PVC: for areas in which clarity of vision is essential; 

 Translucent Colours: for areas where vision is essential but where the client 
wants to denote areas of risk / access or has an application that requires a 
more aesthetic appeal.  Available from stock in blue, red and green; 

 Solid Colours: for areas where vision isn’t desirable, where the client wants to 
denote areas of risk / access or to cover areas of storage, waste, work etc 
(possible H&S issues should be assessed before installing in relation to “blind 
access”).  Available from stock in Red, Blue, Grey, Black and White; 

 

Building Industry Requirement Examples: 

 Scaffolding: worker protection from weather elements and debris; 

 Drying Rooms: temporary solution that keeps the temperature in areas con-
stant promoting enhanced drying times; 

 Area Segregation: used to denote areas of risk or access; 

 Covers: heavy duty covers and flooring to protect existing environments; 

 Work Area Creation: used to create work bays and welding bays (our welding 
pvc contains added protection to guard against flash)  

Our experienced team will recommend the correct material gauge for each and eve-
ry application, we cater for all opening sizes and application requirement and ensure 
that all our customer needs are constantly exceeded. 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Kind regards, 

The Sales Team 
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Material Specification: available in

• Standard flat or ribbed material—suitable for use in 
applications that operate between +50 degrees and 
–15 degrees;

• Low temperature flat or ribbed material—suitable for 
use in applications that operate between +30 degrees 
and –25 degrees;

• Super Polar flat material —suitable for use in 
applications that operate down to –60 degrees;
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Colours:

• Clear PVC: for areas in which clarity of vision is 
essential;

• Translucent Colours: for areas where vision is 
essential but where the client wants to denote areas 
of risk / access or has an application that requires a 
more aesthetic appeal. Available from stock in blue, 
red and green;

• Solid Colours: for areas where vision isn’t desirable, 
where the client wants to denote areas of risk /  
access or to cover areas of storage, waste, work etc 
(possible H&S issues should be assessed before 
installing in relation to “blind access”). Available from 
stock in Red, Blue, Grey, Black and White;

Building Industry Requirement Examples:

• Scaffolding: worker protection from weather 
elements and debris;

• Drying Rooms: temporary solution that keeps the 
temperature in areas constant promoting enhanced 
drying times;

• Area Segregation: used to denote areas of risk or 
access;

• Covers: heavy duty covers and flooring to protect 
existing environments;

• Work Area Creation: used to create work bays and 
welding bays (our welding pvc contains added 
protection to guard against flash)

Our experienced team will recommend the correct 
material gauge for each and every application, we 
cater for all opening sizes and application requirement 
and ensure that all our customer needs are constantly 
exceeded.


